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Summary
This research for the Port of London Authority among people living and working near the Tidal River
Thames in London, south Essex and north Kent explores the public’s perception, awareness and
experiences with the River.
The perception of the River Thames among the general public is probably heavily driven by their
experiences of Thames in central London, from the South Bank to Greenwich and the Docks. Hence
cultural and historical activities and passenger transport are the things most people are aware of
(57% and 52% respectively) and have experience of (both 33%). These are also the things they have
been engaging in less due to the Covid pandemic (49% of previous visitors visiting a culture or tourist
site less and 56% of river travellers travelling on the river less).
Knowledge and interest in the Tidal Thames as a place of commerce and industry (more likely to be
further downstream from the centre of London), for example related to port trade, jobs or freight
transport is lower (awareness of freight transport is 37% and port trade 22%). Older people are
slightly more aware of these things (awareness rising to 50% and 32% respectively) but are far less
interested in working in them (8% of over 55s are interested in working in port trade compared to 29%
of people overall). While there is interest among some younger potential workers in jobs on the
Thames (45%), awareness among this same group of port trade is low (13%).
There are many ways to engage people with activities and events on the River, mainly focussed on
the historic sites (79% would be interested in culture and tourist sites, and 43% in world heritage sites
specifically) and events related to food (70% are interested in cultural events and 50% in food
festivals specifically), possibly linked by travel on the River itself (76% interested in doing so). This
research is not able to isolate how the River itself is a driver to participation in activities or a feature in
and of itself verses another location such as a park, but the strong, positive associations with the
Thames suggest that it is an iconic part of London’s history and geography.
It is clear that people expect the River Thames to provide and preserve a natural resource and
habitat, with almost half (48%) saying the environment should be prioritised, followed by passenger
transport (19%).

Percepti ons of the Ti dal Thames
•

The Thames has more positive associations than negative (49% vs 35%), although being
dirty or polluted is the number one unprompted association (31%).

•

The vast majority of respondents said they thought it was easy to for people like them to enjoy
the river (87%). People living in Kent find it harder to enjoy (22% said it was difficult) and are
less engaged with activities on the Thames. Greater transport links (9%) and improved
cleanliness (9%) are top ways people suggested it would make it easier for them to enjoy the
Thames.

•

The Thames is most associated with cultural sites and activities (57%; tourist sites (49%) and
culture activities (24%)) and passenger transport (52%). It is far less associated with port
trade (22%) or job training (14%).
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•

Most people have seen the Thames recently. Two thirds of people last saw the Thames in the
last month (66%). Half of parents say their children have seen the Thames in the last month
(51%).

Experi ences of the Ti dal Thames
•

Almost a third have run, walked or cycled the Thames Path (31%). Three quarters of those
who have ever used the Thames Path are likely to have done so in the past year (73%).
Perhaps as a result of pandemic and lockdowns, users were most likely to say the time they
spend on the Thames Path this has either increased (38%) or stayed the same (34%).

•

While passenger travel (33%) and visiting cultural sites (33%) and taking part in cultural
activities (10%) are some of the top ways people have ever engaged with the Thames, people
are more likely to have visited cultural sites (54%) or activities (44%) than travelled on the
river (32%) in the last year, presumably because of the Covid pandemic and the closure of
transport options. Avoiding travel and crowded spaces is the top reason for drop off in
activities (30%).

•

World heritage sites are the most common cultural activity people have visited (48% of those
visiting cultural activities). Word of mouth is the most common way people have heard of
cultural activities (45%).

Sporting activiti es on the Ti dal Thames and
i nl and w aterw ays
•

Overall, very few people take part in sporting activities on the Tidal Thames (c.7% of our
sample).

•

The Upper Thames, Central Thames and the Docks areas are the most used areas of the
river for sporting activities (all 27%).

•

Among the whole sample, a similar proportion of people said Covid they had increased or
than decreased physical activity (28% vs 25% respectively).

•

Post-pandemic facilities being clean and modern is a top motivator for taking part in activities
(77% agree this is important).

F uture eng ag ement and participati on
•

People are most interested in visiting a culture or tourist site (79%) and travelling on the river
(76%) in the future. Food (50%), Christmas markets (44%) and world heritage sites (43%)
spark the most interest for future cultural activities.

•

Social media (61%), word of mouth (35%) and newspapers and online adverts (both 33%) are
the top ways people want to hear about things happening on the Thames.

•

Lack of awareness (30%) and cost (29%) are the main barriers to taking part in physical
activities on the Thames and time is the most common barrier to other activities.
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Perception of the Tidal Thames
O veral l respondents w ere more posi ti ve than
neg ative about the Thames , with ol der
respondents more likel y to be posi tive
Overall half (49%) of respondents had something positive to say about the Thames when asked for
their unprompted thoughts. This compares to just over a third (35%) who said something negative.
However, sentiments around the Thames being polluted or unclean the single top response given,
with 31% saying this. Separately only 4% remarked on the colour of it being brown or dark and 2%
said it was murky or muddy (6% in total). The second most common theme of responses was in
relation to the size of the Thames being large or big (22%), followed by its attractiveness (20%).

Unprompted associations with the Tidal Thames
49% positive mention

31%

35% negative mention
22%

20%
16%

16%

15%

14%

12%
9%
6%

6%

5%

Q1: What three words would you use to describe the River Thames? Base: All respondents, 1,309
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The data showed that older respondents (i.e. those aged 55+) are more likely to have positive
perceptions of the Thames overall (56%). In particular, they are more likely to mention that they think
of the Thames as attractive (23%) historic (22%) or iconic (20%) and less likely to mention pollution or
dirt (23%).

Unprompted associations with the Thames
By Age
34 %

33 %

23 %

18-34
24 %
22 %
20 %

35-54

55+

24 %

18 %
16 %
14 %

19 %
17 %

23 %

17 %
15 %

16 %

17 %

13 %

Large

Boats

Attractive Amazing

Iconic

14 %

13 %

12 %

9%

9%

Polluted

17 %

16 %

7%

6%

Historical London

Busy

Q1: What three words would you use to describe the River Thames? Base: All respondents, 1,309

The majori ty of respondents thi nk i t i s eas y to
enjoy the Thames, but greater transport li nks and
reduci ng polluti on are key to maki ng it easi er
Overall, most respondents (87%) felt that it was easy for
someone like them to enjoy the River Thames, with only 13%
saying they felt it was difficult.
For respondents who live (25%) and work (22%) by the river in
Kent and part time workers (20%) are significantly more likely to
think it is difficult to enjoy the Thames.
Among the online respondents we spoke to the top two ways
they felt it could be made easier to enjoy the River Thames
were greater transport links and making the Thames cleaner or
less polluted (both 9%). While if we look specifically at those
who say they think it is difficult to enjoy the Thames, making it
cleaner or less polluted becomes significantly more important
with nearly a quarter (23%) citing this. They are also more likely
to want the Thames to be more accessible (13%) and feel it
would help if they lived closer (6%).

How easy is it for
people like them to
enjoy the river?

47%

Very
Easy
Fairly
Easy

40%
10%
3%

Fairly
Difficult
Very
Difficult
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While younger respondents (those aged 18-34) were also more likely to cite making the river cleaner
or less polluted (14%), they also wanted more attractions and activities by the Thames (7%), whereas
older respondents (those aged 55+) wanted improved transport links (14%). Similarly, those living by
the river in Kent (16%) and working by the river in Essex (18%) wanted greater transport links.

Awareness of activities and
opportunities on the Tidal Thames
The Ti dal Thames is mos t w ell -know n for cul tural
acti vi ti es , touri st si tes and pass eng er transport,
but aw arenes s for i ndus try on the Thames s uch
as port trade and frei ght trans port i s l ow er
Over half of respondents (57%) said that they were aware of either cultural activities or tourist sites
taking place on the Thames (49% said tourist sites and 24% said culture activities). Older
respondents were more likely to be aware of the cultural activities and sites (69%). Following culture
activities and sites, passenger transport was the next most well-known Thames activity with half
(52%) saying they were aware of this taking place. Again, we saw that older respondents had higher
awareness levels of passenger transport on the Thames (68%). In fact, older respondents were more
likely to be aware of the majority of the activities, while those aged 18-34 were less aware of the
majority.

Awareness levels of activities on the Thames
Passenger transport
Tourist sites
The Thames Path
Freight transport
Sport activities
Mudlarking
Environmental activities
Culture activity
Port trade
Planning consultations
Educational activities
Training to work
Net zero initiatives

52%
49%
43%
37%
34%
26%
24%
24%
22%
19%
19%

14%
13%

Q6: Which of the following things are you aware of happening on or near the River Thames? Base: 1,309
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The activities that had the lowest awareness levels were educational activities related to the Thames
(19%), training to work on the river (14%) and net zero initiatives (12%).

Awareness levels of activities on the Thames
By age
Passenger transport

36 %

Tourist sites

39 %

The Thames Path
Freight transport

23 %

Sport activities
Mudlarking
Culture activity
Environmental activities
Port trade
Planning consultations

16 %

25 %

41 %

64 %

49 %

46 %

31 %

68 %

56 %

57 %

50 %
55+

37 %
33 %
33 %
40 %

35-54
18-34

28 %
25 %
21 %
34 %
23 %
19 %
32 %
23 %
13 %
24 %
19 %
15 %

Looking to port trade specifically, just over a fifth (22%) were aware of this taking place on the
Thames, though this falls to only 13% of those aged 18-34.
Those who live in authorities by the river in Essex (34%) and Kent (27%) were more likely to be aware
of this activity, presumably because they are more likely to have seen trade related vessels and
infrastructure. As for Freight Transport over a third (37%) were aware of this taking place on the
Thames, increasing to nearly half (47%) among those living in Kent by the river and 45% of those
living by the river in Essex.
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Two thirds of onli ne res pondents s aw the Ti dal
Thames i n the last month and hal f of parents say
their chil dren have . In the s treet s urveys mos t
peopl e w ere jus t passi ng throug h the area
Two-thirds (66%) of respondents from the online sample have seen the Thames in the last month,
with half (50%) having seen it in the last week. Those who live in authorities by the river in Kent (23%)
and Essex (24%) are more likely to say they last saw the river more than a year ago, whereas those
living by the river in London are more likely to say they saw it today/ yesterday (23%).

When did you last see the Tidal Thames?
29%
21%
16%
13%
7%

Today / Last Week
Yesterday

Last
Month

Last 3
Months

5%

Last 6
Months

4%

Last Year More than
a Year

5%

Never

Q2: When was the last time you saw the River Thames? Base: 1,000

Looking to children’s exposure to the Tidal Thames, half of parents (51%) say their children have
seen the Tidal Thames in the last month, rising to 55% among those who live in authorities by the
river. Over one in ten (13%) say their children have never seen the Thames, rising among fathers
(16%) and parents aged 18-34 (22%). A similar proportion (14%) who live in authorities by the river
say that their children have never seen the Thames. If we look specifically at parents who live in
authorities by the river in London they are less likely to say that their children haven’t seen the
Thames in the last year (9%), but 14% do say they have never seen the Thames.
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When did your child(ren) last see the Thames?
% of those living in authorities by the river
26 %
25 %
24 %
20 %

22 %

17 %
13 %
13 %
13 %
12 %

16 %
15 %
8%

8%

Today / Last Week
Yesterday

Last
Month

Last 3
Months

Preschool

8% 7%
6%

Last 6
Months

Primary

8%
4%

10 %

10 %

6%

Last Year More than
a Year

6%

5%

Never

Secondary

Q3: When was the last time your child(ren) saw the River Thames? Base: Parents living in authorities by the river (400)

Of those surveyed face to face by the Tidal Thames, the most common reason for being there was to
travel through to somewhere else (43%), this was most common in Gravesend where 54% gave this
answer. A further 16% were walking the Thames Path, increasing to 21% in Gravesend and 19% in
London Bridge. While 15% were visiting a tourist site, this rose to over a quarter (27%) in North
Greenwich.

Top reasons for being beside the Tidal Thames
Travelling past on my way
to somewhere else

43 %

Walking the Thames Path

16 %

Visiting a tourist site
Cultural activity
To use passenger transport

15 %
5%
4%

To take part in sport
activities

2%

Educational activities
related to the River Thames

2%

Intercept Q2: Why are you by the river Thames today? Base: 309
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Engagement
Pas s eng er travel , cultural si tes and activi ti es and
the Thames Path are the top w ays peopl e are
eng agi ng wi th the Ti dal Thames
Two fifths (36%) have participated in a cultural activity or visited a culture or tourist site (10% and 33%
respectively). As with awareness, older respondents were more likely to have participated in culture
on the Thames (44%), while those living by the river in Kent are less likely to have (28%). Passenger
travel on the Thames was the second most common activity respondents had taken part in, with a
third (33%) saying they had done this. However only a quarter (26%) of respondents from an ethnic
minority background had done this, significantly less likely than white respondents.
The Thames Path was another popular activity with three in ten (31%) having ever walked this, again
increasing among older respondents (42%). Those who live in authorities by the river in London are
also more likely to have walked, ran or cycled along the Thames Path (34%).

Engagement with activities on the Tidal Thames
Travelled on the river

33 %

Visited a culture or tourist site

33 %

Used the Thames Path

31 %

Attended a cultural activity

10 %

Taken part in sport activities

7%

Taken part in an environmental activity

5%

Taken part in educational activities

5%

Engaged with Net Zero initiatives

5%

Mudlarking

4%

Taken part in a planning consultation

4%

Worked in Freight Transport

2%

Trained to work on the river

2%

Worked in Passenger Transport

2%

Worked in Port Trade

2%

Q7. Have you ever done any of the following on or near the tidal River Thames? Base: 1,309
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Peopl e are more likel y to have us ed the Thames
Path rather than vi sit cul tural si tes or taken part
i n activi ti es in the past 12 months
Of respondents who have walked, ran or cycled the Thames Path nearly three quarters (73%) have
done so in the last 12 months, with younger respondents increasing to 86%. In comparison only
around half (54%) of those who have visited a culture or tourist site have done so in the past 12
months, and even less (44%) have attended a cultural activity. As with use of the Thames Path
younger respondents are more likely to say they have visited a culture or tourist site in the past 12
months (71%).
Perhaps unsurprisingly given the restrictions on transport during the last 12 months, despite being
one of the most common activities respondents have ever taken part in, only a third (32%) have
travelled on the river in the past 12 months. However as seen with other activities younger
respondents have been more likely to have travelled on the river in the past 12 months (50%),
whereas those aged 55 and over were more likely to have done so more than 3 years ago (45%).

Last time people did activities and average time per week
Last 12 months

Walking, running
or cycling the
Thames Path

1-3 years ago

More than 3 years ago

Culture or
tourist site

Cultural activity

73%

54%

44%

17%

33%

39%

11%

13%

17%

Take part in
sport activities

Travelling on the
river
32%

51%

35%

26%

33%

23%

Q8. When was the last time you took part in any of the following? Base size 411, 427,137, 437, 95
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The pandemic has had a big i mpact on culture
and travel with most peopl e havi ng done it l es s.
Whil e sporti ng activi ti es and us e of the Thames
Path has s tayed the same or i ncreas ed
The pandemic has prevented people from taking part in cultural activities and visiting tourist site as
much as they would have usually. Half (52%) of those who have previously attended a cultural activity
say they have done so less this year. Similarly, half (49%) of those who had visited a culture or tourist
site in the past have done so less this year and, 69% for those aged 55+.
Despite this, it seems engagement with younger people has been more likely to increase than other
age groups with 18-34 year olds more likely to say they have attended a culture or tourist site (38%)
more than they usually would have. Similarly, 27% of 18-34s who have travelled on the river have
done so more since the start of the pandemic compared to the average of 15%.
Whereas for sport activities and use of the Thames Path this has either increased or stayed the same.
Three quarters (75%) of those who have taken part in sport activities have spent more time or as
much time doing them as they would have since the start of the pandemic, with 45% having done it
more and 30% the same as they would have usually. Similarly, 72% of those who have used the
Thames Path have done so more or the same amount since the start of the pandemic, with 38%
having done it more and 34% the same. In particular, people aged 18-34 are more likely to have been
using the Thames Path (48%) more than they usually would have as were those living by the river in
London (43%).

Change in time spent doing activities by the Tidal Thames
More

The same

Less

Culture or
tourist site

Attending a
cultural activity

Travelling on
the river

22%

19%

15%

26%

32%

29%

52%

49%

56%

Walking, running or cycling
along the Thames Path

Take part in
sport activities
45%

38%

30%

34%

25%

28%
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Avoiding travel, crowed spaces and central London (30%) was the top reason respondents gave for a
decrease in the time spent doing activities since the start of the pandemic. Although for those living
by the river in London avoiding travel and crowded spaces was less of a concern (24%).

Unprompted reasons for taking part in activities less
during the pandemic
30 %
25 %
20 %
16 %

16 %
6%

Avoiding Restrictions
travel/
making it
crowded
hard to
spaces/
travel/ do
central
things
london

Places
being
closed

Health/
Don’t feel
vulnerable/
safe
isolating

3%

3%

Less
I have been
money/
shielding
financial
difficulty

Other

Q10B. You mentioned you have spent less time doing the following activities since the start of the Covid pandemic: Why is
this? Base: 322

Conversely more free time is a key reason (14%) respondents have been spending more time doing
things since the start of the pandemic. This was followed by for fun and for exercise or health
reasons, both 9%. For older respondents, health and exercise was a top incentive with this increasing
to over a quarter (28%).

Unprompted reasons for taking part in activities
more during the pandemic
36 %

14 %

More free time

9%

9%

For fun

For exercise/
health

8%

6%

To get
outdoors

Other

NA/ none

Q10C. You mentioned you have spent more time doing the following activities since the start of the Covid pandemic: Why is
this? Base: 306
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Worl d heri tag e si tes are the mos t popular
cultural activi ti es, wi th s oci al medi a and w ord of
mouth the mos t common w ays peopl e are
heari ng about activiti es
Overall 10% of respondents (137
respondents) had attended a cultural
activity. Of those who have attended
a cultural activity on or near the
Thames, world heritage sites were
the most common cultural activity
people have visited, with nearly half
(48%) having visited one in the past.
After historical sites the next top
responses were those related to
food and shopping; local shopping
markets (38%), food festivals (36%)
and Christmas markets (36%).

Cultural activities ever attended
World heritage sites
Local shopping market
Food festival
Christmas market
Art exhibition
Music festival
Community festival
Historical/ cultural tour
Light illumination
Live theatre
Children’s activity days
Other

48 %
38 %
36 %
36 %
34 %
34 %
29 %
28 %
23 %
17 %
13 %
8%

When it comes to where respondents are hearing about cultural activities, half (51%) cited at least
one of the following London specific publications; TimeOut (26%), Visit London (23%), Visit Thames
(15%) or Secret London (15%). While word of mouth is the single most common way people have
heard of cultural activities at 45%. Social media as a whole had a similar influence at 44%, with
Facebook being the most prominent (26%), followed by Instagram (19%), Twitter (13%) and then
TikTok (7%).

Channels people have heard about cultural activities
taking place on or near the Tidal Thames
Word of mouth from friends or family
Local newspaper
Facebook
TimeOut
Online adverts
National newspapers
Visit London
Local events
Instagram
Adverts in local transport
Secret London
Visit Thames
Twitter
Tik Tok

45 %
28 %
26 %
26 %
24 %
23 %
23 %
23 %
19 %
17 %
15 %
15 %
13 %
7%

Q27. Where do you hear about cultural activities taking place on or near the River Thames? Base: 137
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Rowi ng i s the mos t popular s port, wi th open
w ater sw immi ng cons idered the mai n s port
Only 7% of respondents said they had taken part in sport activities (95 respondents). Rowing is the
leisure and physical activity that these respondents say they do at least once a month (40%). Despite
this only 11% say it is their main sport. In comparison 20% say open water swimming is their main
sport but just over a third (35%) are doing it once a month (at the Thames and inland waterways,
including docks). Dragon/ bell boating was the sport that respondents were most likely to say they had
never done before (65%).

Sporting activities taken part in
At least once a month

At least once a year

Not at all

Mos t are organisi ng activi ti es at a recreati onal
l evel t hroug h l eis ure cl ubs or pay and play
Over two fifths (43%) consider their main sport to be conducted at a recreational level, while a quarter
say they participate at a club level (24%). Only 9% say that they participate at either at a national (5%)
or international (3%) level. However, when it comes to how they organise their activities, two fifths (41%)
say they are a member of a sport or leisure club, while just over a third (34%) say they make use of pay
and play opportunities. The least common way of organising activities is for people to organise them
themselves (20%). Recommendation by a friend or family member is the most common way people
became involved in their main sport (31%), while 28% search for local activities and a quarter (24%)
did it when they were younger.
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20%

41%

organise their own
activities

are a member of a
sport and leisure club
offering activities on
the water

34%
make use of pay
and play
opportunities

Q15: Are you a member of a sport and leisure club offering activities on the water? Base: 61

Upper Thames, Central Thames and the Docks are the most used areas of the river for recreation, all
having been used by 27% of respondents that take part in sport or physical activities. Following this
was Lakes/ Basins/ Reservoirs used by a quarter (24%) and Lower Thames and Estuary and Grand
Union Canal both having been used by 20% of these respondents.
More respondents reported that their activity
levels had increased (28%) than decreased
(25%) as a result of Covid. While around half
(47%) said their activity level hadn’t been
impacted. Men and young people were more
likely to say their activity levels had increased
(31% and 43% respectively). Those who live in
authorities by the river in London are also more
likely to say they have become more active
(33%).

Impact of Covid on
activity levels
No – my
activity level
hasn’t been
impacted, 47
%

Concern about health and safety was the top
reason cited for decreases in physical activity
during Covid-19 (43%), with three fifths (60%) of
older respondents giving this reason. This was
followed by people feeling less motivated (37%)
and closure of facilities, clubs and spaces
(36%). Closure of spaces was a particular issue
for those who work in authorities by the river in London (41%).

Yes – I am
more
active as a
result, 28
%

Yes – I am
less active
as a result,
25 %

Aw areness and cos t are the mai n barriers , wi th
cl ean and modern facil i ties the g reates t
moti vator
When speaking to respondents generally about leisure and physical activities lack of awareness
(30%) and cost of participation (29%) are the main barriers to taking part in physical activities on the
Tidal Thames and inland waterways. This was followed by family/ work commitments (25%) and
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safety concerns (20%). For many of the barriers listed women are more likely to identify them as
concerns than men were. Among women a third (both 33%) said lack of awareness and cost was an
issue, while a quarter cited a general lack of motivation (23%). Lack of confidence in finding new
activities was also a sticking point for a fifth (20%) of women.
For over three quarters (77%) of respondents said it was important to them that facilities are clean
and modern for their motivation to take part in physical activity on the Tidal Thames or inland
waterways. This was most prominent among women (80%) and older respondents (81%). While three
thirds (66%) want variety of exercise to choose from and 63% want to meet and socialise with others.
Only just over a third (36%) cited competition or winning as a motivator, but this increased to 40% of
men and nearly half (48%) of 18-34 year olds.

Access to the river and barriers to
participation
Cos t and ease of booki ng are the most
i mportant factors w hen peopl e are l ooki ng to
take part i n an activity
Nearly nine in ten people (87%) say the cost and ease of booking are important when taking part in
activities.
While transport links are very important to almost a half of respondents (49%), this is less the case
with those living by the river where nearly a fifth (18%) said that it was not important. Young people
are particularly concerned with activities being accessible (65%).
Being family friendly obviously rises for those with children (80% for those with children under 18 vs
57% for those without children).

Importance of each elements of taking part in an
activity on the Thames
Cost

10 %

Ease of booking

9%

40 %

47 %

11 %

36 %

49 %

Transport links
Good ratings/recommendations
Environmentally friendly

Family friendly
Accessibility (disability access)
Not at all important

35 %

11 %

44 %

14 %
13 %
17 %

52 %

41 %

44 %

17 %

32 %

20 %

Not very important

36 %
29 %

Somewhat important

39 %
33 %
Very important
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Bes i de g eneral l ack of i nteres t, time is the most
common barri er to taki ng part i n activiti es
A general lack of interest is the top reason for people not being interested in activities. Other barriers
to participation include:
Traveling on the river

Sport activities

1. Cost of entry (19%)
2. Done before so don’t need to (15%)
3. Finding the time (15%)

Cultural activities
1. The crowds (21%)
2. Finding the time (18%)
3. Hassle of travel (13%)

Visiting a culture site
1. Cost of entry (19%)
2. Finding the time (19%)
3. The crowds (18%)

1. Fear of the water (14%)
2. Finding the time (12%)
3. Cost of entry (10%)

Using Thames Path
1. Finding the time (17%)
2. Hassle of travel (16%)
3. The crowds (12%)

Mudlarking
1. Finding the time (12%)
2. Hassle of travel (8%)
3. Cost of travel (6%)

The future
The envi ronment i s by far the mos t i mportant
pri ori ty for res pondents
Half of respondents (48%) said the environment should be prioritised for the River Thames. This is
followed by 19% who say passenger transport, 14% who say cultural activities and 11% who say
sport and leisure. Only 6% say commerce and industry. Cultural activities and sport and leisure were
more important among younger people aged 18 to 34, with 16% of 18 to 34-year olds saying each of
these should be a priority. Men were also twice as likely as women to say sport and leisure (14% vs
7%).
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What should be the priority for the Tidal Thames?
48 %

19 %

14 %

11 %
6%

The
Passenger
environment transport

Cultural
activities

Sport and
leisure

Commerce /
industry

2%

Other

The Thames Path has the hig hest l evel of i nterest
among physical acti viti es as ked about
Walking, running or cycling along the Thames Path is the physical activity that people would be most
interested in taking part in, with 75% saying they would be interested. This rises to 80% of 18 to 34year olds and declines to 69% of those aged 55 or over. Interest is also lower for those living in Kent
and Essex (67% and 65% respectively). Interest also tends to be higher among higher social grades,
with 78% of ABC1 being interested in the Thames Path compared to 66% of C2DE*. There is no
difference by ethnicity.
Around a half of people would be interested in taking part in are environmental activities (53%), sport
activities (51%) and mudlarking (44%). As with interest in the Thames Path, interest rises among
those who are 18-34. In particular, 70% of 18-34-year olds would be interested in sport activities.
*ABC1 is a grouping of working profession that helps to understand respondents cultural background. People who fall into the group ABC1 tend
to be from a professional working background while C2DE tend to do manual work.

In term of culture, education and travel ,
respondents w ere mos t interes ted in vi si ti ng a
culture or touri st si te and travelli ng on the river
The vast majority of respondent would be interested in visiting a cultural or tourist site (79%),
travelling on the river (76%) or attending a cultural activity (70%).
Around half (54%) would be interested in taking part in educational activities. This rises to 65% of
those aged 18-35 and falls to only 38% of those aged 55+.
In terms of the types of cultural activities people would prefer, food is the most popular (50%),
followed by Christmas markets (44%), world heritage sites (43%), music festivals (42%) and historic/
cultural tours (41%). Women are more likely to be interested in any of these than men.
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Activities most likely to be attended in the future
Food festival
Christmas market
World Heritage Sites
Music festival
Historical/ cultural tour
Local shopping market
Live theatre
Art exhibition
Light illumination
Community festival
Children’s activity days
NA – I would not be interested

50 %
44 %
43 %
42 %
41 %
37 %
34 %
34 %
33 %
25 %
19 %
7%

O veral l i nteres t i n w ork opportuniti es on the Tidal
Thames i s l ow wi th around tw o fifths not at al l
i nteres ted
While less than three in ten (29%) people would be interested in working in Port Trade, this does rise
among men (35%), those aged 18-34 year olds (45%) and those working full time (37%). It is
obviously of little interest to those who are retired (5%). The same pattern is true for interest in training
to work on the river (33% interest overall), working in passenger transport (32% interest overall) and
working in freight transport (29% interest overall).

F ew er than half of res pondents are i nteres ted in
g etti ng involve d wi th policy and planni ng on the
Ti dal Thames , this does increas e among hi gher
earners
Four in ten (41%) respondents said they would be interested in taking part in a planning consultation
for new riverside developments. This increases among richer respondents, to 50% of those earning
£70,000-£100,000 and 61% of those earning more than £100,000, and is generally higher among
higher social grades (45% of ABC1 vs 31% of C2DE). Younger people are also more likely to say
they would be interested than older people (48% of 18-34s vs 29% of 55+).
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Four in ten (43%) respondents said they would be interested in engaging with Net Zero initiatives.
Again, this increases among richer respondents, to 56% of those earning £70,000-£100,000 and 65%
of those earning more than £100,000, and is generally higher among higher social grades (47% of
ABC1 vs 34% of C2DE). Younger people are also more likely to say they would be interested than
older people (54% of 18-34s vs 25% of 55+).

Social Medi a is the top way peopl e want to he ar
about thi ng s happening on the Ti dal Thames ,
and even more s o among young er peopl e
People want to hear about activities on the Thames from social media (61%), word of mouth (34%)
and online adverts (33%). As might be expected, there are differences by age, with 18 to 34 year olds
more likely to say any form of social media (Instagram 46%, Facebook 44%, TikTok 34% and Twitter
31%) and older people more likely to say national local newspaper (both 43%) and word of mouth
(42%).

Where people want to hear about things happening
on the Tidal Thames
Facebook

39 %

Word of mouth from friends or family

34 %

Online adverts

33 %

National newspapers

33 %

Local newspaper

31 %

Instagram

29 %

Adverts in local transport

27 %

Local events
Twitter
Tik Tok

24 %
22 %
17 %
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About Opinium
OPINIUM is an award winning strategic insight agency built on the belief that in a world of
uncertainty and complexity, success depends on the ability to stay on pulse of what people think, feel
and do. Creative and inquisitive, we are passionate about empowering our clients to make the
decisions that matter. We work with organisations to define and overcome strategic challenges –
helping them to get to grips with the world in which their brands operate. We use the right approach
and methodology to deliver robust insights, strategic counsel and targeted recommendations that
generate change and positive outcomes.

About Opinium
|

www.opinium.co.uk

|

research@opinium.co.uk

0207 566 3190

OPINIUM is an award winning strategic insight agency built on the belief that in a world of uncertainty
and complexity, success depends on the ability to stay on pulse of what people think, feel and do.
Creative and inquisitive, we are passionate about empowering our clients to make the decisions that
matter. We work with organisations to define and overcome strategic challenges – helping them to get
to grips with the world in which their brands operate. We use the right approach and methodology to
deliver robust insights, strategic counsel and targeted recommendations that generate change and
positive outcomes.
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Opinium Research is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules. Under these rules we are required, when
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